
  

Interaction of codes
 Cinematic codes:

− editing, framing, lighting, 
colour vs. B&W, articulation 
of sound & movement, 
composition, etc.

 Non-cinematic codes:
− costumes, gestures, 

dialogue, 
characterisation, facial 
expressions, etc.

Codes 
common 
to films

Sub-codes (specific 
choices within code 
e.g. high-key lighting

Codes do not conflict (e.g. codes of genre & authorship 
are additive), sub-codes do.
Codes & sub-codes are in syntagmatic relation of 
combination; sub-codes from same code are in 
paradigmatic relation



  

Pier Paolo Pasolini
 “The cinema is a language which expresses reality 

with reality. So the question is: what is the 
difference between the cinema and reality? 
Practically none.”

 Existence of double articulation:
− Cinemes (objects, actions, events) = equivalent of  

phonemes in natural language
− Shots (combination of cinemes) = basic significant 

units equivalent to morphemes
 Cinemes are infinite/ countless & are compulsory: 

“we cannot but choose from among the cinemes that are 
there, that is to say, the objects, forms and events of 
reality which we can grasp with our senses”



  

Umberto Eco
 Signifiers in cinema are subject to cultural 

codes
− Events, actions, objects, forms of human interaction 

such as gesture are inextricably imbricated with 
convention, code, system and by extension 
ideology

 Cinemes, as opposed to phonemes, have 
meaning in themselves

 Shots closer to utterance than word (e.g. shot 
of Stallone naked to waist firing rocket = “Here 
is Rambo single-handedly defeating the Evil 
Empire”)



  

 Images owe their very existence to the workings 
of cultural codes (perception, transmission, 
recognition ; tonal, iconic, rhetorical, taste & sensibility, 
stylistic, unconscious)

 Triple articulation
− semes = meaningful units recognisable in themselves 

(e.g. man in bizarre blue outfit with cape + New York 
skyline = shot of superman flying over NY)

− smaller iconic units only recognisable in context of 
seme / part of graphic continuum / non-discrete (e.g. 
clenched fist, determined jawline)

− conditions of perception defined in oppositional terms 
meaningless in themselves (e.g. angles, curves, 
textures, effects of light and shade) = equivalent to 
phonemes



  

 Triple articulation  combine to permit far greater 
degree of realism than any other form of 
representation

 Auto-critique: structure is emphasised ar 
expense of process

 sign-functions correlating a unit of expression 
with a unit of content – signs sensitive to 
context

− an element of first articulation can become an 
element of second articulation and vice-versa

 meaning = effect of continual process of codic 
radjustment without amy final referent or 
closure



  

Effect of semiotics

 Central thesis: meaning is produced by a 
system of differences

 Cinema is production (vs. innocent reception as 
natural/life/beauty unfolding before the 
spectator)

 Meaning produced through signification only --> 
refusal of pre-significant or extra-discursive 
objects including human subject

 Reality effect is not reproduction and 
representation of pre-existent reality but 
production & construction of imaginary one



  

Althusser / Benveniste

 ISA: institution of cinema held to constitute 
individuals as subjects

− spectator accepts identity assigned and is fixed in 
position where particular mode of perception & 
consciousness appears natural

 Distinction enuciation / enounced; histoire (all 
marks of subjectivity suppressed; stories seem 
to narrate themselves, e.g. narrative films) 
discours (shifters are present – exhibit imprint 
of mode of enunciation)



  

Heath / de Lauretis
 Importance of process

− subject is as much constituting as constituted - halts the 
slide of the signifier – becomes producer as well as 
product of meaning  - 'dialectic of the subject'

− cinema as an institution does not position but contains - 
attempt to achieve complete closure never absolutely 
succeeds – subject is not one but is process, 
heterogeneity, multiplicity, unfinished

 Cinema: specific signifying practice = discourse with 
a subject (psychoanalysis)

 Teresa de Lauretis: cinema = “work of semiosis: a work 
that produces effects of meaning & perception, self-images 
& subject-positions for all those involved, makers & 
viewers”.


